Letter 603
The Angel of The Church
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Dear Jesus,
In the Book of Revelation there are seven Letters to Seven Churches which You dictated to John, and then
directed him to have sent to those Seven Churches. Each Letter has the same type of opening. It goes like
this:
“… to the angel of the Church in/of (___) …”,
and so forth seven times, once for each Church.
Now, when I Tirst read those words, I had no sense of controversy in my mind. I just took it as something
You had to say, and left it at that.
When the time came that You introduced me to an angel who claimed to be the same angel that
“messaged” the Book of Revelation to John, I began to pay closer attention to those words, and to all of
Scripture in general.
In the course of time since then, I have discovered that not all of the Church thinks that the angels spoken
of in the Seven Letters are Spirit People sent by You from Heaven, but rather were men being referred to
as human messengers, or “angels”, who carried copies of the Letters to the Seven Churches.
Now, when I started writing these Letters, and subsequently discovered that they are indeed the Word of
My Testimony, and as such are Legal Documents which may be presented and/or required in the Courts of
Heaven, I have endeavored to be as accurate and precise as possible, not wanting to veer off into
speculation or guesswork, or, if I had to, to clearly so indicate.
Recently the question of whether the Seven Angels of the Seven Churches are either Spirit People or
Human Beings came up on the Forum which I frequent. At one point I questioned another member’s
assertion about interpreting “angel” to mean only human. He responded by cautioning me that my view
might have “serious theological problems”.
After that it became clear that the Lord Holy Spirit wanted us to write this Letter to clarify what I believe,
and why.
I believe that the word “angel” in the Seven Letters means “Angelic Spirit Person” sent from Heaven and
assigned by You to that Church for the following reasons:
1. Churches are ruled by a plurality of Elders. Each Letter is singular in that it is addressed to THE ANGEL
of each church.
2. Unless otherwise indicated in the text, no other use of the word “angel” in Scripture refers to a human
being. At present I am aware of only two exceptions, with one being in Matthew 11:10, which was a quote
from one of the Prophets. The other is Paul using the word “angel” as an analogous description of himself
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3. In L300V5-14 I testify to the fact that all of the angels which You have assigned to be with me agree that
the word “angel” in the Seven Letters means a non-human angelic spirit person sent from heaven.
4. In L432V6 I testify to the fact that I had a conversation and gave a name to an angel who had been
assigned to the Tirst Church in a particular City.
5. I personally met and spoke with the anointing angel, John the Breaker, who is assigned to the Church
called Seattle Revival Center. This Church knows who he is and routinely welcomes him at their services.
This is why I believe the way I do.
In one of the posts I wrote in the Forum regarding this dispute I stated that “… either I am nuts, or angel
Gabriel is lying, or the Bible Scholars have it wrong in this case. It’s one of the three.”
There is just too much evidence from Heaven, pointing toward Heaven, for me to believe that the word
“angel” in this case means anything other than a non-human Spirit Person sent from Heaven.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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